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Chairman Mike Rogers to Deliver Keynote Address
Oct 27th - Final Day for Early-bird Registration
REGISTER TODAY AND SAVE

BoD Commercial SATCOM Workshop
Organized by – SIA
U.S. Strategic Command co-sponsorship of this event does not constitute federal endorsement of SIA or any other sponsor of this workshop

SIA Member News
Echostar and SES Announce Launch of Iridium NEXT
 EchoStar and SES today announced the successful launch of the 10th Iridium NEXT spacecraft, the EchoStar 105/SES-11 spacecraft. The spacecraft was launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in CA. For further information, please visit the SIA Member News page. (Long Exposure Photo credit: Joel Kowsky - NASA / GSFC)

Other Stories - Click HERE to visit the SIA Member News page.

SIA Filing News
SIA Files Comments with the FCC Regarding Expanding the Use of C-Band Spectrum
On Oct 2nd SIA filed comments with the FCC urging the Commission to act with caution in opening additional spectrum in the 3.6–4.2 GHz band for terrestrial services. The FCC previously announced that it would reassess the 3.6–4.2 GHz band for terrestrial services and that one of the key concerns would be the compatibility of existing satcom and terrestrial services. SIA noted that C-band satellite service is critical to satellite services, and disruption of service continuity will have a ripple effect that would negatively impact the delivery of emergency communications, news, and weather services to consumers in rural and remote areas, and compromise the resiliency of the nation's communications infrastructure. SIA concluded that the FCC must act with caution in expanding the use of C-band spectrum because C-band is key to the delivery of global leadership role in delivering the very best wireless voice, data, imaging, navigation, tracking and other key services delivered by the commercial satellite industry.

SIA STATE OF THE SATELLITE INDUSTRY REPORT – OCT UPDATE
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Calendar of SIA Featured Events

SIA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION - DoD Commercial SATCOM Workshop
High Ridge Convention Center, Allentown, PA December 11th-14th
SIA PANEL; WORKSHOP at Microsoft Event, CA Feb 9th
For all the latest SIA news, announcements and filings, please click HERE.

SIA SPEAKING EVENTS FOR OCTOBER:

Stay tuned for more events.

For all the latest SIA news, announcements and filings, please click HERE.
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